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January 9, 2017 

Welcome to FanZ! 

On Friday, January 6th, Panini America officially announced the end of production of the Dragon Ball Z Trading 

Card Game.  The game’s devoted community quickly rallied around the concept of Virtual Sets and continued Orga-

nized Play support for the game they love.  Thanks to this overwhelming positivity, several former developers and 

community figureheads have come together to bring their favorite game back to life! 
 

Meet the Team 

 Joey DiCarlo  Development Lead 

 Nick Glaser   Developer 

 Nicky DiCarlo  Developer 

 Joel Glasser  Developer 

 David Fashbinder Developer/Planning Manager 

 Phil McGrath  Community Manager 

 Didier Greenleaf  Media Manager 

 Ellis Davie  Graphic Design Lead 

 Justin McBride  OCTGN Development Lead / Forum Director 

 

Judge Support  

By the end of it’s run, the Panini Dragon Ball Z TCG produced an 

elite group of judges, looked at as a beacon of knowledge by all 

players.  We are proud to announce that all of the Super Saiyan 

3 Judges will be returning to support FanZ!  Jason Toro, 

James Stadtmiller, and Daniel Green have all graciously 

thrown their hat into the ring.   

They will act as head judges for all matters related to FanZ 

events, and an updated Tournament Guide will be released before 

the first major event with new cards.  The Head Judges will have 

a direct line to the FanZ Development Team for quicker resolution 

on those burning gameplay questions that come up in between 
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Proxies - The Eternal Debate 

We are very aware of the ongoing debate around whether Proxies should be allowed in the game or not.  The end goal of FanZ is to 

keep people playing the game for many years, with exciting new cards and events.  In order to support this mission, we are instituting 

two major event types: 

 Open Unlimited proxy cards 

 Eternal A maximum of 4 proxy cards per deck 

Virtual Cards will never count towards a proxy card limit in Eternal Events .  As time 

goes on, more proxies will be allowed in Eternal Events in order to support the player base.  

It’s also important to note that the event organizer/sponsor will be the one to determine 

what type of event it will be.  The event type must be disclosed when an event is submitted 

as part of our Organized Play guidelines, so that players will always know exactly what they 

will be up against!  For local events, there will not be any oversight, and players who run 

these events may choose any type they wish.  We encourage you to do whatever will bring 

the most players to the table in your area, but the choice is yours! 

 

Events on the Horizon 

There are many upcoming events to keep your cards warmed up while you wait for the first official FanZ Virtual Set (more on that in a 

minute), but there are two in particular which should get a big turnout:  

 Eternal Games Michigan 1K - Saturday January 21st - Come gunsling with Community Manager Phil McGrath and be the  

    first to see a new card! 

 Paradox SHOWDOWN Event (Fargo ND)  - Saturday January 21st - Head Judge Daniel Green hosts with some epic prizes!  

 

The Celestial Tournament is Almost Here! 

Everyone’s favorite Green-Skinned Non-Namekian is entering the arena!  Pikkon will be one of the new Main Personalities in the first 

FanZ Virtual Set  - Celestial Tournament!  Due this February, you’ll find previews soon on many of your favorite preview sites, plus 

streaming at events and on Random Number Gaming.   


